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We want a gender equal
AND digitalised bioeconomy
Digitalisation and automation of heavy jobs
could have been one way to achieve a more
gender-equal bioeconomy. But that has not
been the case. Instead, the two already
heavily male-dominated sectors have
continued to be as male-dominated when
they are joined in a digitalised bioeconomy.
The report “Redefining digital bioeconomy”
shows the need to work with the interface
between gender equality, bioeconomy and
digitalisation.
Download report

NordCrop helps us adapt to a
changing global climate
A virtual meeting is coming up, 14-15 April
2021: “Phenotyping for abiotic climate
stresses and yield” (day 1) and
“Phenotyping for stresses ” (day 2). Our
research network NordCrop, will
investigate how we can exploit new genomic and phenotyping technologies to identify
more robust genotypes in key Nordic field crops (wheat, oat, potato and fodder grasses).
This is the focus of the two days virtual meeting. Welcome to participate!
Agenda and registration

NKJ will increase Nordic
cooperation in drought and
other crisis
The most important issue for increased
crisis preparedness for Nordic agriculture,
is to create open channels between
researchers and other stakeholders in the
various countries. The existing knowledge
and ongoing projects need to be Nordic
rather than national, to be utilised
effectively.

Covid-19 forces us to learn
new manors
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the project
period for NKJ networks has been
extended. To be able to achieve the aims of
the networks and to report the activities on
time, we strongly encourage our networks
to arrange meetings online.
Extended periods - more information

Nordic Working Group on Agriculture and
Drought
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